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The offoot of finilo ion-Larmor radius is studiod oij IJio Rayloigh- 
Taylor instability of a plasma boundod by vacmini. The wholo 
medium is embedded by a uniform magnetic field acting parallel to 
the gravity. The F.L.R. effects liave included through the
stress tensor. The dispersion relation has been obtaijied and dis- 
dussed assuming that the inclusion of gyro-viscosity mcHlifies the 
growth rates and introduces ranv instability modes whicli could be 
ignored. The growth rates liave been obtained with tht> help of the 
computer and shown in figures 1. Tt is (established that the gyro- 
vi>scosity nxluces the instability of the system.
1. Introduction
It has boon of considerable interest for quite some to include the effect of 
finite ion-Larmor radius in the investigations of plasma instabilities. Many 
roHoarchors have carried out tJie investigations with F.L.R. under different situa­
tions. Rosenbluth, Krall & Rostokor (1962) liave studied the effect of F.L.R. 
on tlie gravitational instability using Vlasov - equations. Roberts & Taylor 
(1962) have obtained the same with the help of macjroscopic equations. Singh 
k  Hans (1966) have studiod the K.L.R, ciffects on the intimhange mode of Ray- 
liegh-Taylor instability. Kalra (1967) has discu>ssod the F.L.R. effects on the 
instability of sup('rpos(xl fluids. Nayyar & Trehan (1970) have invostigatcxl 
the effi c^ts of gyro-viscosity on the Rayhugh-Taylor instability of a plasma by 
including tlu^  F.L.R. effixjts through off-diagonal terms in the pressure tensor. 
The interchange mode has also been discuastxi.
All those authors have studied the problem for a horizontal magnetic field 
i.e.j perpendicular to gravity. In this paper we have studied the F.L.R. effects 
on the Rayleigh-Taylor instability when the ambient magnetic field is parallel 
to gravity. Tt is supposed that the plasma is incompressible and is bounded 
by vacuum. It has been assumed that the gyro-viscosity is small i.e.
NTk^
nwo «  1,
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where N, T, k, n, and Wc denote the number density, the plasma temperatm:e, 
the wave number, the frequency, the density and the ion gyro-frequency. It 
has been established that the instability of plasma vacuum boundary is reduced.
2. Basic Equations
We consider an infinitely conducting plasma of density p occupying half 
space 00 >  s >  0. The space — oo <  = <  0 is vacuum. A uniform magnetic 
field is imposed in the direction of the z-axis vertically upwards. Wo shall assume 
that the medium is incompro.ssible and inviscid. The hydromagnetic equations 
of motion are
A>[|f+(»-V)»] =  ••• (1)
£ +  I v x H -  Ac = ... (2)
where
V »  =  0, V-W ~
n =  p + 8n ’ (0, 0, -g ) .
... (3) 
... (4)
Pe is the electron pressure, p is the total fluid pressure, p is the constant 
density, v is the fluid velocity, E  is electric field, H  is the magnetic field. The 
displacement current is neglected in the Maxwell’s equations. The anisotropic 
part of the pressure tensor pm is duo to the finite ion Larmor radius effects.
The relevant perturbed lineai'ised equations of motion are
1
dt
i A , 1AtTi f  -j—
p  4ti/o ( / / .V )h -  „ V-P. («)
dh
dt-  =  VX(»X//)-fiVX[(VX/l)X//l, (6)
v - / »  =  0, A.i> — 0, ... (7)
whore
7T, =  -5  +
p  ^  Anp '
c H
AnNe ~~ Anpoie ’ <ue =
eH
me ... (8)
/ /  =  (0,0, H),
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p, h, V denote reapectively the first order perturbations in tho pressure 
tensor due to F.L.R., the magnetic field and velocity field, c is the speed of light 
and N  is the number density.
Tl e^ first order perturbation P  in the stress tensor if the magnetic field is 
along the 2:-axia is given by
^ fdu , dv\ ^ jdu . dv\
Pxx -  P ^\dy^  d x )’ +  5^) - ■
Pt2 =  0, P^y =  Py^ ^  '
P^  =  Pz. =  -2pv (I ?  +  ,
f d\i , dw
Pyz -  Pzy -  -pv ,
NT
4:we'
Taking curl of oqs. (5) and (6), wo obtain
d \  1
QtiVXv)-= -^j,p^H.v)VXh- -  VX(V-P).
d
(vx fc) =  ( / / ‘V )V X i;~ C i( // .v )v x v x v x ;i .
Some straight forward calculations give
/ nx I \ dv
VX(V-P) -  P^  [ +  d^ + - ^ )  dJ ■
... (9)
... (10)
... (1 1 )
... (12)
Eliminating p from eq. (11) with the help of oqs. (10), (12) and (6), we got 
C iH H -jy^X '^X h-[V ^W *+v[k< ‘ +2D^)CiHD-w^]X
V X /i -»K*M-2X>*)I1A =  0. ... (13)
where
^  -  dz ’ 4wp •
Here tho physical quantities have been assumed to vary as
f{z) e3cp[»t^+»iyy+M#]. (14)
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At this stage w© concern ourselves to the study of gyro-viscous effects only 
and so we drop the Hall-current term. 'Fhe effect of Hall-current and resis­
tivity has been studied by the authors (1973). Eq. (13) becomes
[F/i>2-»2]vx/i+w«'(P-+-2i>*)I>h =  0
3. The Method of Solutions
(15)




A x hi - a<h<>
and cc( are the roots of the equation
^  (k^+2Ai^)At,
and the expression for is obtained by solving eq. (17) as 





Writing the component of eq. (17) and making use of the divergence 
condition, we obtain
h i  =  C'i(pie*-f-9<ey+e^)exp(—A<2), * =  1,2, 3, ... (20)
whore
(21)_  (ikyOi—ik^Ai)pf _  ^
qt —(ikyXi^-ikjXi)jk^
The index i in eq. (20) docs not imply summation.
The Ci are constants of integration which will be determined with the liolp 
of boundary conditions.
Having determined h, we obtain v from eq. (6), neglecting the Hall term
^Vi -  (nhi)> ... (22)
For the perturbation in pressure, we take 2-coinponent of eq. (6) and make 
use of eqs. (20) and (22) to obtain




p r w* , HA ,  1 .  .  .  ,  o  o
~  Ai [ HA<"  ^4jrp H “ * ] ** ’ » -  1 ,2.3, 
the index t in the above equation does not imply summation.
(23)
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The perturbation in the magnetic field in the non-conducting fluid is 
governed by
curl =  0, div /i® =  0, ... (24)
whoso solution is
=  C^(ejk^+epikyi-ke;,)e^^ 25)
where is a constant of integration to f)o detormined with the help of boundary 
conditions.
4. T he B o u n d a r y  Co n d itio n s  a n d  th e  D ispe r sio n  R elatio n
The appropriate conditions to be satisfied at the perturbed boundary are
(a) At the interface s 0, the normal component of th© velocity must be 
compatible with the assumed form of the boundary
dz -- f:exp(ifcj^-f ikyy-\-nt), 
where t is a constant.
(26)
(h) I ’lie norma] component of magnetic fiedd must bo continuous. The 
linearized form of this condition is
A[/, .N o + //  W 1  -  0, (27)
whore A[X] denotes the jump in X  at the interface. Here No “  €2 is the unit 
norma] to the undisturbed interface and N denotes its displacement given hy
SN ^  —'i'f^ 'iCx^ x'^ Cyky). ... (28)
(c) Integrating the equation of motion (1) across the interface we obtain
iVTAW == ... (29)
Multipying eq. (29) scalarly with &N wo see that the normal stress must bo 
continuous at the boundary, the linearized form of which is
nPi —egp+Pg, =  n\  = 47T (30)
whore p  and v refor to plasma and vacuum and in wriring this use is made of
-gp-dz
Tho conditions (d) and (e) are obtained by taking the cross-product with N 
of oq. (29). This leads to the continuity of tangential stresses
(N.B)iVx(v[B]) =  N x v lN .P l (31)
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The linearized form of this condition gives
and
Zx 0
=  Pyt. ... (32)
Making use of the above fiv(» boundary conditions wo obtain following five 
equations containing and e
- Si«l A/
... (33)
L Gi - ... (34)




[IY.Ci~ Hr,kC, -  ^ C m -ik ,  S j  ^  =  0, ... (36)
... (.37)
The dispersion relation is obtained by setting the determinant of the co­
efficients of Vi and e to zero. As the magnetic field is vertical there cannot 
be any discontinuity in it at the interface. Eqs. (33—.36) yield the dispersion 
relation
X>i^ {(Ai^  -\-k^ ){cc2 01^ ) ®iAi(A2 A0)( 1 -f - A^ /AgAj)}
-f A ,(£ ,- Fx*){(a2- 03)(A,H**)/A, +{a3-ax)(A2*+A:*)/A2 
-f(ax-a2)(A3H**)/As}-fX2{(AjH-*®)(a8-ai)
— '^i)(lH-**/AiAa)}+i/s{(V+**)(“ i —«*)
<*iAi(Ai A2)(1 -f - iJ /^AjAa)}+Sf[(Ai—A2)(<3q—Os)
■(Aj AaKoq Oa) 5~5~3 {Aa(Ai A2)(flt8Ai l^Aa)
where
AjAaAa
A2(Ai A3)((Z2Ax oqAa)}] =  0,
Lj =  w W +  F^*+2v«;n/A;. j  =  1,2,3. 
Fj* =  H,»l4np.
(38)
(39)
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The three roots of this equation are obtained by iteration and are approxi­
mately given by
b<1 =  <*,3 =  o [ -  ±   ^^ “1,
A, =  1 -ri»A^I2, A®3,3 =  y?-®[l-r,^b^^7,c^l (41)
where
A =  3/(/?®-l),
.  _  (^  - 1 )
[- r +
u =  ( ^ - i m
8 9y^
]•2^ [ 2(/?®-l)®
r =  ( ^ + 2 m ^ - l ) i .
Making use of eqs. (39), (41) and (42), dispersion relation (38) reduces to
J { 6/?+/?(/?*+l)( | + 4 ^ * )-^ V + c A * ^ a - - ‘
} } - { / > +
_  (l+ fi» )+  I  2co*y?(-i -f/?*)
+2/?(il(3+/ff)-Ca-*)-fc/?‘ (4(3+/l?)-Oo-*)a-*] = 0 . (43)
10
In the absence of gjrro-viscosity the dispersion relation is
^  (1-0)2) -2o)-o)*+4o)»-o)* =  0
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where
=  \lp, Q /  -
(44)
(45)
In tfio diaponsion relation (43) wo rc^ tain the powers of l//y up to four only 
assuming that the inclusion of g\To-viscosity changes the growth rates and 
introduces ne\A instaliility modes whicJi could bo ignored. In tlie absence of 
gyro-vi»scosity the D.R. is of the fourth degree in oi.




gk , 209 343 . 1-7 3 , .1 ... (4(
D ?  4“ -4 - 
-^ —  a,-] =- 0.
Tal)lo allowing all the J’OOts of
h*
?/♦ == 0 7}* = 0 ] i f  - 0.01
iO^ tor' 0)1^
0.1 0,0489 0 -0.2168 0.1871 0.0611 0
-0.5791 0 - 0.210s -0.1871 -0.8069 0
3.5301 0 0.1554 1.06S7 15.989 0
1.00(Ki 0 0.1554 -1.0687 0.8550 0
0.5 0.2331 0 -0.3660 0.5713 0.3291 0
-0,6312 0 -0.3660 -0.5713 -0.8597 0
3.3981 0 0.3045 0.9729 15.878 0
1.0000 0 0.3045 -0.9729 0.7503 0
1.0 0.4608 0 -0.6339 0.7289 15.738 0
0.6751 0 -0.5339 -0.7289 -0.9057 03.2143 0 0.4725 0.9742 0.6329 0.2691
0.9999 0 0.4725 -0.9742 0.6329 -0.2691
1.5 0.7071 0 -0.6452 0.8089 16.595 0
-0.7071 0 -0.6452 -0.8089 -0.9396 03.0000 0 0.5837 1.0001 0.7213 0.4120
1.0000 0 0.5837 -1.0001 0.7213 -0.4120
2.0 1.0000 0 -0.7288 0.8336 16,449 0-0.7320 0 -0.7288 -0.8636 -0.9662 02.7320 0 0.6874 1.0264 0.8075 0.60120.9999 0 0,6674 -1.0264 0.8078 -0.6012
2.5 0.9999 0 -0.7967 0.9066 16.3000 0-0.7523 0 -0.7967 -0.9066 -0.9879 02.3200 0 0.7353 1.0606 0.8926 0.66411.4323 0 0.7363 -1.0606 0.8926 -0.6641
3.0 0.9999 0 -0.8646 0.9401 15.149 0-0.7692 0 -0.8546 -0.9401 -1.0068 01.8846 0.5897 0.7930 1.0724 0.9776 0.60961.8846 -0.5897 0.7930 -1.9776 0.9776 -0.6096
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Dispersion relation (46) has boon solved numerically for the following 
values of fe* =  gkj€lj^  ^ and on tho computer
**  ^  0-1, 0-5, 1, 1-5, 2, 2-5, 30
a




Fig. 1 W. K. relation showing the largest positive o>
The roots of eq. (46) with largest positive real part for various cases have 
b(3on sJiown in figure 1. Curves 1, 2, 3 correspond to r/* — 0, 0*01 and 0*1 reapoc- 
tivoly. It is inferred from the curves that for small (?/♦ =  0*01) the growth rate 
is larger tlian in the case tj* =  0 while for =  0-1, the growth rate is smaller 
than that for //♦ =  0. Tliis implies that the effect of largo gyro-viscosity is to 
doorcase tho growth rate.
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